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A Brand-New Direction in Cataloguing Chords for the Modern Jazz Guitarist!A revolutionary new
take on the chord dictionary that puts creative and musical control into the hands of the reader…
This chord dictionary features over 2,000 unique chord voicings organised in a functional
melodic manner – by melody note as well as chord type. Allowing you to use this book like you
would a traditional chord dictionary but also as a source material to create beautiful, melodic
solo jazz guitar arrangements.Need a minor7b5 chord with a natural ninth in the melody? or
maybe an altered dominant chord with a sharp five on top?Find it in seconds and start to create
flowing chord melody arrangements of your favourite standards or even add new melodic layers
to your comping. This chord dictionary is built from the top down, allowing you to take control of
the melody and chose from a wide array of colours and extensions to support it.You'll be voice-
leading like never before and building a functional knowledge of chords and the fretboard in no
time with the Melodic Jazz Guitar Chord Dictionary.See The Chords in ActionAs well as an
exhaustive chord encyclopaedia, this book also contains five solo jazz guitar arrangements for
you to learn. You’ll see exactly how the voicings in this book go together to make stunning jazz
guitar performances. The five pieces – each of which has an accompanying video performance
and breakdown – include:Darn That DreamJust FriendsTangerineLover manJazz BluesOver 4
hours of Bonus Video Masterclasses!Alongside the performance videos and breakdowns,
there’s a special pair of bonus video masterclasses where Tim shows you how to use the book
as well as all kinds of solo jazz guitar wisdom.
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tom, “Hey guitar players...buy this one!. Really enjoying this book! As someone who has been
studying with Tim Lerch's courses on TrueFire for a while, I can say this book is well worth
buying to keep learning more about his approach to chord melody.”

rkcorbett, “For the tool box. I’m a 66 year old self taught former proAnd this is the kind of book I
always wantedStill overjoyed to have it now. Tim you continue to inspire. Cheers!”

JCR, “A necessary guide to putting jazz tunes together!!!. Everything Tim does is unique and
stellar. Love this book. LOVE IT. BOW DOWN TO TIM!”

Laura, “Fantastic Chord Melody Resource. Just received my copy and am very pleased with this
valuable chord melody resource. So many chord variations and inversions that integrate a
variety of interchangeable voice leading combinations with a clear emphasis on melodic and
harmonic interplay.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “conti on steroids. If you've tried & found conti's chord melody "line" book to
be the best, then there's this new gold stndrd on this subject of chord melody with useful block
chording core voicings  for  chord melody lifetime joy..  nothing better thn this book”

Clint E, “Great Book!. Well-laid out book. Looking forward to working through it!Thanks Tim!!!”

Peter Morgan, “If you are writing solo arrangements this book is great.. I’ve just had this book for
a couple of weeks but have learned a lot ina short time. Usually I play a lot of tabbed
transcriptions but it is hard to learn concepts from those that you can apply to your own
arrangements. I’m so grateful Tim Lerch wrote this book.”

GREG PRENDERGAST, “A must have chord book that takes a novel, and necessary, approach
to chord shapes. Most people will wonder why they’d need another chord book. Firstly everyone
would benefit from this…it’s a really useful tool, even if you’re familiar with these voicings (you
won’t be, there’s tons) as it allows you to cleverly find the correct voicing for the desired melody
(top) note….that’s good for any genre of music, for anything ‘chord melody’ focused, jazz etc it’s
an absolute must. Money well spent and it’s encouraging me to think about this approach to
guitar and thus helping in my development. For what it’s worth, this is best suited to
intermediates and not beginners BUT don’t be fooled into thinking it’s only for the Joe Pass’ of
this world…..any intermediate will benefit from it. Congrats Tim, you smashed it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A No Brainer. If you have any interest in solo jazz guitar at all then the
kindle version is a no Brainer as the price point is very good. There is a lot of bonus material



(some great stuff for those getting started with this style of playing) and lots of interesting things
in the book (such as several arrangements which Tim plays in the bonus section).I will also
purchase the physical book once it becomes available on Amazon co uk as I prefer physical
books to ebooks.I've been a student of Tim's for a while taking both private lessons and Truefire
courses and can vouch that he knows what he's talking about. Buy this book, get stuck in and
enjoy the journey.”

Liam Willis, “Very logical. Has all the chords youll ever need arranged very logically and
accessibly, also contains a lot of written instruction about how to go about arranging tunes with
them”

Jürgen Nowy, “one of a kind. Es gibt unglaublich viele Gitarren Lehrbücher für Harmonielehre;
aber dieses ist durch seinen didaktischen Zugang einzigartig. Ich empfehle ein paar Videos von
Tim Lerch vor dem Kauf anzusehen und wenn man von seiner Art zu Spielen und seinem
harmonischen Verständnis ebenso fasziniert ist wie ich...dann unbedingt kaufen!!und nachdazu
ist er jemand, der bei Fragen tatsächlich persönlich antwortet...”

The book by Luke Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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